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FRENCH UNIONS RECEIVE A KITTY THAT REACHED € 2M FROM THE CIVIL
SOCIETY
DUE TO THE LONGEST STRIKE EVER IN FRANCE

Paris, Washington DC, 08.01.2020, 00:24 Time

USPA NEWS - The French Union had already given Tuesday, December 24, a check for 250,000 euros to the RATP (Parisian Metro)
strikers.
A kitty in support of striking workers, launched by the Info'Com-CGT union, exceeded two million euros in donations on Monday, as
the protest against pension reform entered its 33rd day. A symbolic check for 50,000 euros was already given last Thursday to striking
railway workers at the Gare de Lyon in Paris, reports France 3 Régions. The union has also already paid a check for 250,000 euros to
the RATP strikers in late December.

French Big Strike is continuing transport strikes over pension reforms in France, since December 5th. Christmas period did not
convince the strikers to have a truce, during this festive moment, for the French to be able to travel throughout the country, by train.
Most fo the travelers, took on their anticipative solutions, such as Co-driving, and trips in coaches, to their
destinations.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The French Union had already given Tuesday, December 24, a check for 250,000 euros to the RATP (Parisian Metro) strikers. A
national kitty in support of striking workers, launched by the Info'Com-CGT union, exceeded two million euros in donations on Monday,
as the protest against pension reform entered its 33rd day. A symbolic check for 50,000 euros was already given last Thursday to
striking railway workers at the Gare de Lyon in Paris, reports France 3 Régions. The union has also already paid a check for 250,000
euros to the RATP strikers in late December.
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